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'LIBERTY STATE PARK: THE MASTER PLAN'

UNVEILED AT THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

Exhibition Featuring Models, Photos and Sketches to Be Open
To Public -- Robert Geddes Is Principal Designer

NEW YORK, Oct. 12 - "Liberty State Park: The Master Plan" was unveiled here today at a gala preview in the Museum of Modern Art's Goodwin Galleries.

The exhibition, which opens to the public tomorrow, and runs through November 22, features panoramic photographs, original drawings and architectural models of what is becoming the "Central Park" of New York Harbor.

The 600-acre Liberty State Park is located on the western shore of New York Bay's inner harbor, forming the backdrop for two of the country's greatest national monuments: The Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island.

The Master Plan for the park was prepared for the State of New Jersey by the architectural firm of Geddes Brecher Qualls Cunningham, under the direction of the firm's principal designer/founder, Robert Geddes, who also is Dean of Princeton University's School of Architecture and Urban Planning. The firm was the recipient of the 1979 Professional Firm Award from the American Institute of Architects.

Once totally derelict, the site of Liberty State Park has been called "a sleeper of a landscape, awaiting one mammoth, magic touch to
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awaken to great beauty." Some of that magic touch has already been applied, and is evident in a shoreline area that was opened to the public for the nation's Bicentennial celebration in 1976.

"If the plan is vast and visionary," one critic wrote of the Master Plan, "it is also rational and organized, and it is very well begun. Liberty Park could be the most dramatic open space in the metropolitan region in the next century."

The greatest attraction of Liberty Park will be Liberty Walk, a graceful, tree-lined promenade along the crescent of the harbor edge. Well-lit and patrolled day and night, Liberty Walk is designed for a variety of uses, in addition to providing perhaps the most spectacular set of views of the New York Harbor -- its skyline, bridges, monuments, shipping and diverse life. Also in the Liberty Walk area will be The Bowl, a large grass amphitheater designed for outdoor festivals and sound and light shows focused on Ellis Island.

Liberty Park will also include the restored Railroad Maritime Terminal originally built for the Central Railroad of New Jersey and currently being adapted for many purposes -- from performing arts events to shopping and restaurant areas. The Terminal is scheduled to open next summer.

The core of Liberty Park -- it is New Jersey's first urban State Park -- is a large greenpark, designed in the naturalistic tradition of America's great pastoral landscape parks. The greenpark will offer gently rolling grasslands, woodlands, water lagoons and two large wetlands areas, which will remain as wildlife preservations for thousands of waterfowl and many species of mammals living in the salt marshes. Boardwalk trails and observation points will be located in the midst of these marshes.

The proposed completion date for the park is 1986 -- in time for the 100th anniversary of the Statue of Liberty.
Text of Panel in Museum of Modern Art Exhibition
By Arthur Drexler, Director (Museum's) Department of Architecture and Design

Liberty State Park on the New York harbor was first proposed over twenty years ago. Planning began in 1974 and the first designs were published in 1976. That year some thirty acres of landfill at the southern end of the site were completed in time for the Bicentennial celebration. Already the most popular park in New Jersey, it amply demonstrates the appeal of green space along the harbor edge. This exhibition presents in detail the master plan for the entire site, now officially approved by the New Jersey State Department of Environmental Protection.

Liberty State Park is a project of exceptional interest on virtually every level. Its architect, Robert Geddes, has brought into equilibrium features derived from ecology, landscape design, building preservation and renewal, and large-scale architectural configurations. Earthworks as giant sculpture are already familiar to readers of art journals, but Liberty Park is the first example of that concept applied to a permanent public site, which happens to be the symbolic entrance to the United States.

The earthwork element, perhaps the most important feature of the design, is a stone embankment forming a crescent promenade
7600 feet long (about a mile and a half, or a 30 minute walk). This concave masonry edge along the water draws the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island into a vast composition, with New York City as its backdrop.

Behind the crescent, and in maximum contrast to it, are some 500 acres divided between a green park of naturalistic landscape, and lagoons for boating.

Midway along the crescent the visitor will find an amphitheater -- one of several connections from the crescent to the park -- from which there will be especially dramatic views of sound and light festivals to be held at Ellis Island.

The amphitheater itself will be given over to sculpture on the theme of ethnic diversity. The green park will also provide numerous beautiful sites for works of art. Governor Byrne has appointed the sculptors George Segal and Tony Smith to advise on their selection.

Renovation of the Maritime-Rail Terminal at the northern end of the site has been under way since 1977; part of it will be in use by spring, 1980, as an information center. The nineteenth century Flemish Renaissance brick and iron work is being preserved and the buildings will provide generous space for restaurants, exhibitions and theaters.
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The next step is the construction of the crescent and the green park itself. Federal and State funding is available in increments, as construction requires. It is intended that the park be completed by 1986, in time for the 100th anniversary of the Statue of Liberty.
Text of Panel in Museum of Modern Art Exhibition

By Robert Geddes, Principal Designer

Liberty State Park

Architectural form, social content and natural environment are closely related in the design of Liberty Park. It is a public urban landscape. Its formal structure, therefore, is the spatial organization of a public realm.

The purpose of architectural form in the development of Liberty Park is to create, amidst the complexity of its site and the variety of its uses, a sense of coherence, a demonstrable harmony, a vivid composition.

In Liberty Park, the elements of spatial form are relatively few, but they constitute the permanent organizing framework for a public environment that will develop and change over a long period of time.

There are five component elements in the formal structure of Liberty Park. Each is individually designed to enable and encourage a different range of social activities. Each will be a distinctive part of the built in landscape. Each is intended to be both technologically and aesthetically satisfying.

The five component elements are:
1. The Liberty Walk crescent along the harbor edge
2. The Greenpark
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3. The Inland Watercourse
4. The lines of pedestrian and vehicular movement
5. The grids of intense activity

Among its many purposes, the formal structure is intended to increase one's comprehension of the Park. With an understanding of the relationships between the components, one will become more vividly aware of the environment and enjoy an enhanced sense of place.
Sixteen thousand years ago, Liberty Park was dry land and was home to the mammoth, mastodon, muskox and giant moose. Man shared their habitat later but the rising sea level drove him to the outcroppings of higher land which still remain visible around the Park among the industrial development of the last century.

The Indian names of sites close to the Park's perimeter still remain. Thus Communipaw, a name given to an area of settlement, a cove now filled in, and a creek, comes from the Indian word "gamoenpa" which means "the water that remained." Caven Point and Rancocus still bear their Indian names.

The Dutch came to the area in the early seventeenth century. They bought land from the Hackensack Indians and by 1642 their farms lay on the higher ground along the shore from Hoboken south to Caven Point. Early settlers gave their names to areas that are now sections of Jersey City adjacent to the northern rim of the Park -- Paulus Hook and Van Vorst.

After two wars with the Indians, the Dutch built a palisaded village at Bergen which became the area's outpost to the west, allowing the shore farms and fishing community to remain in relative peace. Although the first ferry to Manhattan ran from Communipaw, starting in 1661, it ceased operation in about 1800 and the settlement remained isolated, retaining much of its Dutch character until the mid-nineteenth century.

Another ferry service was inaugurated from Paulus Hook in 1764. It was interrupted by the War of Independence when the Hook was fortified by the Americans but taken in 1776 by the British who held it against further attack until 1783. After the war the ferry service was resumed and the position of Paulus Hook on the route between New York, New Jersey and Philadelphia made development inevitable. In 1804, speculators laid out a city on and around
the Hook. Prosperity was slow to come, but the arrival of the first railway in 1834 and of the Morris Canal in 1838 ensured the growth of what became Jersey City as a center of both transportation and industry.

The development of Jersey City led to the earliest encroachments on the marshes and waters of Communipaw Cove. In the century and more that followed, the site of Liberty Park was created as the Cove was progressively filled in, largely from north to south. The dominant forces behind this process were first the Morris Canal and Banking Company and then the railroads, in particular the Central Railroad of New Jersey and the Lehigh Valley Railroad and the businesses associated with them.

In 1838, the Morris Canal and Banking Company, which was set up primarily to ship Pennsylvania coal to revive New Jersey's failing iron industry, built its terminal basin partially in the Cove on Bergen Street, then the most southerly street in Jersey City. In 1859, in response to its expanding business, the Company built the larger Tidewater Basin in the waters of the Cove immediately to the south. The Canal eventually succumbed to railroad competition and the configuration of the basins was substantially changed. Both basins will, however, be preserved in their present form as features of the northern section of Liberty Park.

In 1860, the Central Railroad of New Jersey was finally granted permission to terminate at the riverfront in Jersey City and began to place fill reaching out from the Communipaw Cove shoreline on the west to the permitted limit in the Hudson River. From this filled area, immediately to the south of and encroaching upon the Tidewater Basin, the company ran its passenger service, ferry service to New York and a freight service whose expansion required the filling in of successive areas of the Cove to the south.

At the southern rim of Liberty Park, filling took place on and around
Black Tom's Reef where contemporary maps locate an island by 1876. The piers adjoining the island were developed primarily by the Lehigh Valley Railroad which at one time had thirty tracks on the principal pier alone.

As the railroads later declined, the Central Railroad of New Jersey leased many of its facilities, and other businesses moved in. Light industrial plants and truck transfer terminals were built in the 1950's and now abut on the Park's southern boundaries.

The northern and southern areas of fill were not joined finally until 1928. Subsequent land fill to the east was never completed and, over time, the open area has evolved into a salt marsh which will become one of the two wetland preserves of Liberty Park.

By the early twentieth century, the site of Liberty Park had become the repository of aspects of life that many preferred to ignore: oil storage; a multiplicity of railroad tracks; an abattoir; garbage dumps; and, as America provided the Allies with aid for World War I, munitions.

As a result, the Black Tom area of Liberty Park was the scene of the most effective act of sabotage in the United States in World War I -- an act which brought the war close to home for many Americans. On the night of July 29, 1916, some two million pounds of munitions destined for the Allied powers were temporarily (and illegally) stored in barges and railroad wagons at Pier 7 on Black Tom Island. A saboteur working for the Germans eluded the guards and started several fires. The two explosions that followed were felt ninety miles away in Camden and in Philadelphia. Their force blew people off their feet in the streets of Brooklyn, broke almost every window in the surrounding communities and damaged many buildings, particularly in Jersey City. Exploding shrapnel and shells from the drifting barges rained down on Ellis Island, Governor's Island and Bayonne and the crews of the fireboats attempting to reach the scene
had to lie flat on the decks for cover.

The loss of life was amazingly low -- no more than seven, including a baby blown from his crib to his death in Jersey City -- but property damage approached $20 million. The presidents of the two railroads and the storage company concerned were arrested and lawsuits initiated which finally laid a futile claim for damages on Germany in 1939.

Jersey City was the link between the commercial centers of the west and the shipping of New York Harbor. As such, it was the goal of many major railroad companies, the staging ground for the world's largest lighterage and carfloat freight service, and the destination of other forms of transportation such as the Morris Canal and the sailing ships which, until the late 1930's, brought timber to the piers of Black Tom Island from the Carolinas, Nova Scotia and the West Indies.

In 1864, the Central Railroad of New Jersey revived the Communipaw ferry from its site on landfill south of the Tidewater Basin. In the early 1900's, up to 28,000 passengers passed through its terminal daily in each direction and two hundred trains were received and dispatched. This terminal, built in 1889, extensively remodeled in 1914, and now being restored, will play an important role in Liberty Park.

In the early twentieth century, the railroads began a long decline. In 1967, the Central Railroad of New Jersey filed for bankruptcy and in the subsequent reorganization abandoned its passenger terminal and ferry service in Jersey City. It closed its roundhouses at Communipaw in 1973, leaving the Lehigh Valley freight operation on the south bank of the Tidewater Basin as the only railroad activity in the Liberty Park area. This, too, was shut down in 1977.

The decline of shipping, canal, and railroads left derelict facilities
over much of the site of Liberty Park. The creation of the Park will return the area and its view of the Harbor to the public realm, nature will revive after more than a century of desecration, and memories of the past will be preserved among the pleasures of the present.
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